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housekeeper/cleaner/domestic assistant. cleaning
jobs lincoln
Description
You are interested in Cleaning jobs Lincoln.
We are looking for a domestic cleaner, housekeeper or domestic assistant to work
in local private homes in Lincoln.
The domestic cleaner, housekeeper or domestic assistant will be required for
cleaning jobs, ironing jobs and other jobs such as making beds, general cleaning
and vacuuming, cleaning bathrooms, toilets etc. You must be willing to adapt to be
able to complete other domestic assistant jobs that may be required.
The ideal candidate for this self-employed cleaning vacancy would need to be
honest, reliable, conscientious and take pride in their work with a keen attention to
detail, such as shiny taps and door handles.

Hiring organization
Dolly Char Domestic
Agency Lincolnshire

Cleaning

Employment Type
a:4:{i:0;s:9:”PART_TIME”;i:1;s:10:”
CONTRACTOR”;i:2;s:5:”OTHER”;s
:11:”other_input”;s:13:”SelfEmployed”;}

Beginning of employment
Immediately

Duration of employment
individual contracts per home

Industry
This is a self-employed cleaning job starting with one private cleaning job and
building up a cleaning round using our agency to find the homes.

cleaning

Job Location
More than one position is available and we aim to provide you with clients as local to
you as possible to cut down on transport.

Burton Road, LN1 3RB, Lincoln,
Lincolnshire

Responsibilities

Working Hours

House cleaning jobs
Housekeeping jobs
Domestic assistant jobs
Laundry
Window cleaning (indoors only)
Changing beds
Working to COVID-19 government guidelines

Negotiable

Qualifications

Valid through

DBS is preferred
Experience is a must!
Driving licence and own car is an advantage but is not always necessary depending
on your Location

Base Salary
£ 9.50 - £ 10.00

Date posted
September 29, 2020

31.10.2020

Job Benefits
There are multiple benefits to cleaning jobs in Lincoln through Dolly Char. These
include:
Self-employed
Choose your own hours
Cleaning jobs local to you
Job satisfaction
Paid weekly by our client by cash or bacs
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Contacts
If you have any questions about any of our cleaning jobs, housekeeping jobs or
domestic assistant jobs, please email steven@dollychar or visit our website.
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